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Ellipticals cont.Ellipticals cont.

Modern viewModern view

Ellipticals can be complex systemsEllipticals can be complex systems

X-ray gas and dust lanesX-ray gas and dust lanes

Some have young starsSome have young stars
Often in a dynamically distinct diskOften in a dynamically distinct disk

Some ellipticals have signifcant rotationSome ellipticals have signifcant rotation

Formation is a more complex process, merger Formation is a more complex process, merger 
of two spirals? Hierarchical accretion  of of two spirals? Hierarchical accretion  of 
smaller ellipticals? Both?smaller ellipticals? Both?
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M87 in the optical  X-ray  and radio and at the M87 in the optical  X-ray  and radio and at the 
same scale.same scale.
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If elliptical galaxies are oblate spheroids thenIf elliptical galaxies are oblate spheroids then

x =m2where m2= x
2 y 2

A2
 z2

B2
with A with A ≥≥ B > 0 B > 0
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So an observer looking along the z axis would see anSo an observer looking along the z axis would see an
E0 (round) galaxy, when viewed at an angle you wouldE0 (round) galaxy, when viewed at an angle you would
see an elliptical shape with apparent axis ratio see an elliptical shape with apparent axis ratio 
q = b/a. Looking at the tangent point to the elliptical q = b/a. Looking at the tangent point to the elliptical 
surface (T) the coordinates of this point aresurface (T) the coordinates of this point are

tan i=dx
dz

=− z
x
 A

2

B2


The elliptical image of this surface has a semi-majorThe elliptical image of this surface has a semi-major
axis of a = mA and the semi-minor axis  b is OR andaxis of a = mA and the semi-minor axis  b is OR and
this is also OQ sin(i). So from the equations above wethis is also OQ sin(i). So from the equations above we
can write can write 

OQ=OPPQ=z−xcot i =B
2m2

z
;
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Distribution of B/ADistribution of B/A

f obl qq=
sin i q
dq/ di

=
qq

1−B /A2q2−B / A2

Looking from a random direction what fraction of Looking from a random direction what fraction of 
galaxies do we see between i and i+galaxies do we see between i and i+∆∆i? It's just sin(i) i? It's just sin(i) ∆∆ii
So if all galaxies have an axial ratio of B/A then the So if all galaxies have an axial ratio of B/A then the 
fraction with apparent ratios between q and q + fraction with apparent ratios between q and q + ∆∆q isq is

For very fattened systems, B<<A the distributionFor very fattened systems, B<<A the distribution
is almost uniformis almost uniform
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Distribution of B/A cont.Distribution of B/A cont.

The disks of spiral and S0 galaxies the The disks of spiral and S0 galaxies the 
apparent shapes with qapparent shapes with q≈≈0.2 are found 0.2 are found 
with equal probability.with equal probability.

So we conclude that in general their disks So we conclude that in general their disks 
have B/Ahave B/A≤≤0.20.2

We see very few spirals with qWe see very few spirals with q≤≤0.1 which 0.1 which 
means that very few spirals have B/Ameans that very few spirals have B/A≈≈0.10.1

No ellipticals fatter than E7 (q=0.3)No ellipticals fatter than E7 (q=0.3)

Dynamically unstable?Dynamically unstable?
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Isophotal ShapesIsophotal Shapes

While elliptical galaxy isophotes are While elliptical galaxy isophotes are 
close to ellipses small deviations do close to ellipses small deviations do 
occur occur 

We seeWe see

Twisting isophotesTwisting isophotes

Disky isophotesDisky isophotes

Boxy isophotesBoxy isophotes
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Shell GalaxiesShell Galaxies
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The rotational velocity for NGC 1399The rotational velocity for NGC 1399

∆∆v~ 100 km/sv~ 100 km/s


rr
 is between 250 – 400 km/s is between 250 – 400 km/s

So VSo V
maxmax

//
rr
 < 1 < 1

Spirals have VSpirals have V
max max 

≈≈1010
rr

So ellipticals are “slow” rotatorsSo ellipticals are “slow” rotators
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Kinematics of EllipticalsKinematics of Ellipticals
  VVrotrot//  correlates with luminositycorrelates with luminosity

Lower luminosity ellipticals have higherLower luminosity ellipticals have higher  
VVrotrot// ,  , rotationally supportedrotationally supported

Higher luminosity ellipticals have lower Higher luminosity ellipticals have lower 
VVrotrot// -- pressure supported -- pressure supported

VVrotrot//  correlates with boxy/diskinesscorrelates with boxy/diskiness
Disky  ellipticals have higher VDisky  ellipticals have higher Vrotrot// --  -- 
rotationally supportedrotationally supported
Boxy ellipticals have lower VBoxy ellipticals have lower Vrotrot//   --  -- 
pressure supportedpressure supported
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Elliptical IsophotesElliptical Isophotes
Characteristic Boxy isophotes Disky isophotes

Support Mainly pressure More rotational 
support

M/L ratio Generally high with a 
wide range

Generally lower with a 
narrower range

Radio Luminosity Brighter Fainter

X-ray Luminosity Brighter with a diffuse 
halo and discrete 
sources

Fainter with discrete 
sources dominate

Core Frequent counter-
rotating cores

Rarely have counter-
rotating cores

Shape Triaxial Spheroidal 
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Surface Brightness vs Surface Brightness vs 
LuminosityLuminosity
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In general, ellipticals --In general, ellipticals --
Are supported by pressure (slow rotation), Are supported by pressure (slow rotation), 
stellar motions are mostly randomstellar motions are mostly random
Very little/no disk componentVery little/no disk component
Very little/no star formationVery little/no star formation
Very little/no cold (e.g., HI) gas, but contains Very little/no cold (e.g., HI) gas, but contains 
hot, X-ray gashot, X-ray gas
Almost exclusively found in high density Almost exclusively found in high density 
environments (groups and clusters)environments (groups and clusters)
Populate a fundamental plane in luminosity-Populate a fundamental plane in luminosity-
surface brightness-central velocity surface brightness-central velocity 
dispersiondispersion
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There are other correlationsThere are other correlations
Brighter ellipticals are biggerBrighter ellipticals are bigger

Brighter ellipticals have lower average Brighter ellipticals have lower average 
surface brightnesssurface brightness

Can put these two together and form the Can put these two together and form the 
Kormendy relation – larger galaxies have Kormendy relation – larger galaxies have 
lower surface brightnesses:                      lower surface brightnesses:                      
B,eB,e = 3.02 log r = 3.02 log ree + 19.74 + 19.74

Brighter ellipticals have lower central Brighter ellipticals have lower central 
surface brightnesssurface brightness

Brighter ellipticals have larger core radii -- Brighter ellipticals have larger core radii -- 
the core radius is the radius where the SB the core radius is the radius where the SB 
drops to ½ that of the central SB, I(r=0)drops to ½ that of the central SB, I(r=0)

Elliptical PropertiesElliptical Properties
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Kormendy (1977) relationKormendy (1977) relation
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What do the cores of What do the cores of 
ellipticals look like?ellipticals look like?

The core of ellipticals is very hard to The core of ellipticals is very hard to 
study because of atmospheric efectsstudy because of atmospheric efects

Not a problem with HSTNot a problem with HST

Luminous ellipticals have power law coresLuminous ellipticals have power law cores

Moderate and dwarf ellipticals have Moderate and dwarf ellipticals have 
central cuspscentral cusps
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Elliptical SpectrumElliptical Spectrum

Note the lack of emission lines! The strong Note the lack of emission lines! The strong 
absorption lines are from metals. Metallicityabsorption lines are from metals. Metallicity
in ellipticals are close to solar metallicity.in ellipticals are close to solar metallicity.
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Elliptical SpectrumElliptical Spectrum

Note the lack of emission lines! The strong Note the lack of emission lines! The strong 
absorption lines are from metals. Metallicityabsorption lines are from metals. Metallicity
in ellipticals are close to solar metalicity.in ellipticals are close to solar metalicity.
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MgMg
22
 vs  vs 

00

Bender IAU Symp 149
Squares – ellipticals
Crosses – S0 bulge
Diamonds – dwarf

          Ellipticals
Open squares-
     “special” objects
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MgMg
22
 vs  vs 

0 0 
origin?origin?

Velocity dispersion is related to the Velocity dispersion is related to the 
depth of the potential welldepth of the potential well

22 GM/R GM/R
ee

Deeper potentials can Deeper potentials can 

Hold on to more SNe enriched gasHold on to more SNe enriched gas

Enriches the gas near the center of the Enriches the gas near the center of the 
potentialpotential

Results in a higher stellar and gaseous Results in a higher stellar and gaseous 
metallicity metallicity 
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Elliptical GalaxiesElliptical Galaxies

NGC 4552 (E0)                         NGC 4889 (E4)NGC 4552 (E0)                         NGC 4889 (E4)
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Ellipticals cont.Ellipticals cont.

Traditional viewTraditional view

Ellipticals are simple and dull systemsEllipticals are simple and dull systems

Little or no gas or duskLittle or no gas or dusk

Old starsOld stars

Form in a single collapse much like the GC Form in a single collapse much like the GC 
simulation (violent relaxation)simulation (violent relaxation)

Currently in equilibriumCurrently in equilibrium
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Ellipticals cont.Ellipticals cont.
We can roughly segregate E's by We can roughly segregate E's by 
luminosityluminosity

Luminous: L>LLuminous: L>L
**
, M, M

BB
 < -20, L < -20, L≈2≈2x10x101010LL

⊙⊙
,,

Midsized: L~(0.1-1.0)LMidsized: L~(0.1-1.0)L
**
, M, M

BB
 < -18 to -20,  < -18 to -20, 

LL≈3≈3x10x1099LL
⊙⊙
,,

Dwarf: L<0.1LDwarf: L<0.1L
**
, M, M

BB
 > -18, L > -18, L<3<3x10x1099LL

⊙⊙
,,

Unlike disk galaxies once you have Unlike disk galaxies once you have 
measured the luminosity of an elliptical measured the luminosity of an elliptical 
you can predict the other properties you can predict the other properties 
very accurately!very accurately!
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Luminosity profles (1D):Luminosity profles (1D):
Sersic profle: I(r) = I(rSersic profle: I(r) = I(ree) exp{-b(r/r) exp{-b(r/ree))1/n1/n –1} –1}

rree = efective radius which includes half the light  = efective radius which includes half the light 
(this defnes the constant b), and I(r(this defnes the constant b), and I(ree) is the surface ) is the surface 
brightness at rbrightness at ree

Typical elliptical galaxies have n=4, or follow an rTypical elliptical galaxies have n=4, or follow an r1/41/4--
law or “de Vaucouleurs’ law” ( de Vaucouleurs1948) law or “de Vaucouleurs’ law” ( de Vaucouleurs1948) 

I(r) = I(rI(r) = I(ree) exp{-7.67 (r/r) exp{-7.67 (r/ree))1/41/4-1}-1}

provides good description for surface brightness of provides good description for surface brightness of 
mid to bright ellipticals outside the centermid to bright ellipticals outside the center

cD galaxies have an “outer envelope” of extended cD galaxies have an “outer envelope” of extended 
lightlight

Ellipticals show 2D symmetryEllipticals show 2D symmetry
Some have weak ripples, shells, other fne structure Some have weak ripples, shells, other fne structure 
(remnants of mergers?)(remnants of mergers?)

Also boxy and/or disky isophotesAlso boxy and/or disky isophotes

Ellipticals cont.Ellipticals cont.
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Michard 1985Michard 1985
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qobl=
b
a
=OQ sin i 

mA
=B

2m
zA

sin i=[ B
2

A2
cot2i]

1/2

sin i

If q is the ratio of the minor to the major axis thenIf q is the ratio of the minor to the major axis then

qobl
2 =b /a 2=B /A2sin2i cos2i

Using our defnition of m for the last step. Finally we Using our defnition of m for the last step. Finally we 
can rewrite this as can rewrite this as 

For an oblate spheroid we can do all this again and getFor an oblate spheroid we can do all this again and get

q prol
2 =b/ a2=[B / A2sin 2i cos2i ]−1
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b/a = 0.3b/a = 0.3

b/a = 0.7b/a = 0.7

b/a = 0.5b/a = 0.5
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Axial ratios for galaxies ft with de VaucouleursAxial ratios for galaxies ft with de Vaucouleurs
profles (Khairul Alam & Ryden 2002).profles (Khairul Alam & Ryden 2002).
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Distribution of B/A cont.Distribution of B/A cont.

Small E's are more Small E's are more 
elongated that more elongated that more 
luminous E'sluminous E's

Midsized E's have qMidsized E's have q≈≈0.750.75

Luminous E's have qLuminous E's have q≈≈0.850.85

No selection of oblate No selection of oblate 
spheroids can give the spheroids can give the 
observed distributionobserved distribution

These galaxies must be These galaxies must be 
triaxialtriaxial
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Deviations from ellipses can be disky or Deviations from ellipses can be disky or 
boxyboxy
Measure diference between observed Measure diference between observed 
isophote and ftted ellipse as:isophote and ftted ellipse as:

r(r() ) ��   ∑∑kk==3 3 aakk cos(k cos(k) + b) + bkk cos(k cos(k))

  = angle around ellipse, = angle around ellipse, r(r() is distance ) is distance 
between ftted ellipse and observed isophotebetween ftted ellipse and observed isophote
aa3 3 and band b33 describe “egg-shaped” ellipses,  describe “egg-shaped” ellipses, 
generally small, b4 is also usually smallgenerally small, b4 is also usually small
aa44 > 0, isophote is disky (extra light along the  > 0, isophote is disky (extra light along the 
axis)axis)
aa44 < 0 isophote is boxy (extra light at the  < 0 isophote is boxy (extra light at the 
corners)corners)
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Bender et al. 1988Bender et al. 1988
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Some ellipticals are just Some ellipticals are just 
diferentdiferent
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To measure the rotation of elliptical galaxies cannot use To measure the rotation of elliptical galaxies cannot use 
HI or emission lines. So we place a long slit HI or emission lines. So we place a long slit 
spectrograph (same as for spirals) and measure the spectrograph (same as for spirals) and measure the 
absorption lines in the stellar spectra. absorption lines in the stellar spectra. 
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Kinematics of Ellipticals cont.Kinematics of Ellipticals cont.
Rotation implies that ellipticals are not Rotation implies that ellipticals are not 
relaxed systemsrelaxed systems

Some have kinematically decoupled cores, Some have kinematically decoupled cores, 
or rotation along their minor axis (implies or rotation along their minor axis (implies 
triaxiality)triaxiality)
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VV
rotrot

// vs Luminosity vs Luminosity

Rotationally supported
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Faber-Jackson RelationFaber-Jackson Relation

Faber & Jackson(1976) found that:Faber & Jackson(1976) found that:
Roughly, L Roughly, L ∝∝  44

More luminous galaxies have More luminous galaxies have 
deeper potentialsdeeper potentials

Can show that this follows from the Can show that this follows from the 
Virial Theorem (just like Tully-Fisher Virial Theorem (just like Tully-Fisher 
relation)relation)
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Faber-Jackson relation cont.Faber-Jackson relation cont.

This is similar to the This is similar to the 
Tully-Fisher relation for Tully-Fisher relation for 
SpiralsSpirals

Used to measure Used to measure 
distance from distance from 

Problem:Problem:

E's have very E's have very 
extended halos so extended halos so 
getting the total getting the total 
luminosity is trickyluminosity is tricky

Lv
2x1010 Lsun

≈


200 km s−1

4
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Fundamental PlaneFundamental Plane
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Fundamental PlaneFundamental Plane

Observers found that if you plotted Observers found that if you plotted 

RR
ee

I(RI(R
ee
) and the) and the

central central 

These quantities defne a plane – the These quantities defne a plane – the 
“Fundamental Plane”“Fundamental Plane”

RR
ee
∝ ∝ 1.241.24 I I

ee
-0.82-0.82

This, like the Tully-Fisher relationship, This, like the Tully-Fisher relationship, 
refects some fundamental physics for refects some fundamental physics for 
formation of ellipticals!formation of ellipticals!
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Efective radius vs MEfective radius vs M
BB
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<<> vs M> vs M
BB
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Stellar PopulationsStellar Populations

Ellipticals are full of old, red starsEllipticals are full of old, red stars

Ellipticals follow a color-Ellipticals follow a color-
magnitude relation such that more magnitude relation such that more 
luminous galaxies are redderluminous galaxies are redder

Is this due to age or metallicity?Is this due to age or metallicity?

This is known as the This is known as the 
age/metallicity degeneracy!!age/metallicity degeneracy!!
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Starburst SpectraStarburst Spectra

If smaller ellipticals are If smaller ellipticals are 
younger then they should younger then they should 
be bluerbe bluer

A young starburst has A young starburst has 
a very blue spectruma very blue spectrum

As the population ages As the population ages 
it becomes redder and it becomes redder and 
we see lots of A stars we see lots of A stars 
(E+A galaxies)(E+A galaxies)

After 2x10After 2x1099 yrs we see  yrs we see 
a spectrum similar to a spectrum similar to 
ellipticals todayellipticals today
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MetallicityMetallicity
Can also be a metallicity efectCan also be a metallicity efect

Lower metallicity Lower metallicity 

Less absorption in the blue part of the spectrumLess absorption in the blue part of the spectrum

Bluer galaxyBluer galaxy

Why would smaller galaxies have less metalsWhy would smaller galaxies have less metals

Less luminosity --> less massLess luminosity --> less mass

SNe explosions --> high speed gasSNe explosions --> high speed gas

So less massive galaxies are less efective at So less massive galaxies are less efective at 
retaining metal rich gasretaining metal rich gas

This would lead to a trend that smaller ellipticals This would lead to a trend that smaller ellipticals 
would be bluer!would be bluer!
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Abundance GradientsAbundance Gradients
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X-ray HalosX-ray Halos

Optical and X-ray images of M49 Optical and X-ray images of M49 
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X-ray Halos cont.X-ray Halos cont.

Where does the hot gas come from ?Where does the hot gas come from ?

We know that it is metal rich (Z~0.5 solar)We know that it is metal rich (Z~0.5 solar)
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X-ray Halos cont.X-ray Halos cont.

Where does the hot gas come from ?Where does the hot gas come from ?

Stellar winds from red giants and red Stellar winds from red giants and red 
supergiantssupergiants

Random velocities Random velocities ≥≥ 350 km/s and we know  350 km/s and we know 
that (1/2)mthat (1/2)m22 ~ 3/2 kT ~ 3/2 kT

So when the stellar winds collide it heats the So when the stellar winds collide it heats the 
gas to > 10gas to > 1066 K K

The mass of hot gas can be from 10The mass of hot gas can be from 1088 –  – 
10101111 M M

⊙⊙
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X-ray Halos cont.X-ray Halos cont.

We see lines from “metals”We see lines from “metals”

So at least some of this gas is So at least some of this gas is 
processed by stars and injected into processed by stars and injected into 
the ISM via SNe.the ISM via SNe.

Typical values are from 0.2 – 0.8 solarTypical values are from 0.2 – 0.8 solar

SNe produce ejecta enriched 2-5x solarSNe produce ejecta enriched 2-5x solar

So how do we get gas with less metals?So how do we get gas with less metals?
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X-ray Halos cont.X-ray Halos cont.

So how do we get gas with less metals?So how do we get gas with less metals?

DilutionDilution

Stellar windsStellar winds

Combination Combination 
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X-ray Halos cont.X-ray Halos cont.

X-ray emission  is a major source of X-ray emission  is a major source of 
cooling the X-ray gas cooling the X-ray gas 

M87 emits  ~3x10M87 emits  ~3x104242 erg/s erg/s
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X-ray Halos cont.X-ray Halos cont.

How fast does does the gas cool?How fast does does the gas cool?

t
cool

 = kT1/2 / 2x10-27 n
e

    
         =  2.2x1010 yr (T/108 K)1/2 (n

e
/10-3 cm-3)-1

This is larger than the Hubble time so elliptical 
galaxies will not cool much!
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X-ray Halos cont.X-ray Halos cont.

How fast can the gas reach How fast can the gas reach 
equilibrium?equilibrium?

The timescale for the gas to relax is just 
             t

relax
 = d/c

s

The sound speed in a gas is just 
         c

s
 = (P/)1/2

    
         =  6.5x108 yr (T/108 K)-1/2 (d/Mpc)

This is much smaller than the Hubble time so the 
hot gas is almost always in equilibrium!
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Globular Clusters in Globular Clusters in 
EllipticalsEllipticals

Ellipticals are surrounded by a halo of Ellipticals are surrounded by a halo of 
globular clusters (~ 2x the number of a globular clusters (~ 2x the number of a 
spiral with similar luminosity)spiral with similar luminosity)

Colors of globular clusters  show a Colors of globular clusters  show a 
bimodal distribution in ellipticalsbimodal distribution in ellipticals

This is probably due to metallicity, so there This is probably due to metallicity, so there 
is a population of metal poor and a is a population of metal poor and a 
population of metal rich GCspopulation of metal rich GCs
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E2E2

E3E3

S0'sS0's

E5E5

Rhode & Zeph (2004)Rhode & Zeph (2004)
What does this mean?What does this mean?
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Ellipticals & Globular clustersEllipticals & Globular clusters

Generally Generally 
ellipticals have 2x ellipticals have 2x 
the globular the globular 
clusters as spiralsclusters as spirals

M87 has about 4x M87 has about 4x 
more globulars more globulars 
than N3923than N3923
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Globular Clusters in Globular Clusters in 
Ellipticals cont.Ellipticals cont.

This could be caused by theThis could be caused by the
Merger of two galaxies – metal poor Merger of two galaxies – metal poor 
clusters are old, metal rich clusters formed clusters are old, metal rich clusters formed 
during merger processduring merger process

Hierarchical formation – Metal poor GC's Hierarchical formation – Metal poor GC's 
are form at an early time and the metal are form at an early time and the metal 
rich population builds up during accretion rich population builds up during accretion 
of gas rich spiralsof gas rich spirals
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Black Holes in EllipticalsBlack Holes in Ellipticals

The frst direct The frst direct 
detection of gasdetection of gas
being drawn intobeing drawn into
a BH. (Ford et al.a BH. (Ford et al.
1994)1994)
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Black Holes in Ellipticals Black Holes in Ellipticals 
cont.cont.

We can also infer the presence We can also infer the presence 
of a BH by looking at the stellarof a BH by looking at the stellar
velocity dispersion in the velocity dispersion in the 
nuclear region (M32).nuclear region (M32).
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Black Holes in Ellipticals Black Holes in Ellipticals 
cont.cont.

Currently there are  at least 40 BH Currently there are  at least 40 BH 
candidates in nearby ellipticals candidates in nearby ellipticals 
and in the bulges of spirals and in the bulges of spirals 

There is a strong correlation There is a strong correlation 
between black hole mass and between black hole mass and 
galaxy luminosity and velocity galaxy luminosity and velocity 
dispersiondispersion
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Black Hole mass vs bulge mass and Black Hole mass vs bulge mass and   (Kormendy 2003)(Kormendy 2003)
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Why is this correlation so good?Why is this correlation so good?

Observations imply BH mass Observations imply BH mass 
'knows' about the formation of 'knows' about the formation of 
bulges and ellipticalsbulges and ellipticals

All proto-galaxy clumps harbored a All proto-galaxy clumps harbored a 
BH with the BH mass proportional to BH with the BH mass proportional to 
the bulge mass and BHs merged as the bulge mass and BHs merged as 
the galaxy formedthe galaxy formed

BH started out small and grew as BH started out small and grew as 
galaxy formed – e.g., central BH is galaxy formed – e.g., central BH is 
fed during process of formation fed during process of formation 

Maybe act as the seed for the formation Maybe act as the seed for the formation 
process (implies ->all galaxies have BHsprocess (implies ->all galaxies have BHs
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Dark Matter in Elliptical GalaxiesDark Matter in Elliptical Galaxies
Looking at just the stars we expect the mass Looking at just the stars we expect the mass 
to light ratio of the stellar population to be to light ratio of the stellar population to be 
M/LM/LVV ~ 3-5 ~ 3-5

Orbital motions of the stars in the centers of Orbital motions of the stars in the centers of 
ellipticals imply they are not dark matter ellipticals imply they are not dark matter 
dominated  dominated  

In the few ellipticals containing cold gas, we In the few ellipticals containing cold gas, we 
can measure the orbit of the gas we fnd M/L can measure the orbit of the gas we fnd M/L 
~ 10 –20~ 10 –20

But are these galaxies typical of all E'sBut are these galaxies typical of all E's

Also can use the amount of mass required to Also can use the amount of mass required to 
retain the hot x-ray gas, fnd M/L~100 for retain the hot x-ray gas, fnd M/L~100 for 
galaxies with large x-ray halos  galaxies with large x-ray halos  

Mostly Luminous and midsized ellipticalsMostly Luminous and midsized ellipticals
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Dark Matter in Elliptical Galaxies Dark Matter in Elliptical Galaxies 
cont.cont.

Are there any other ways to look at Are there any other ways to look at 
velocities? velocities? 

globular clusters and planetary nebulaeglobular clusters and planetary nebulae

Recent results of PN dynamics around (a Recent results of PN dynamics around (a 
few) elliptical galaxies show NO dark few) elliptical galaxies show NO dark 
matter, the galaxies are “naked”matter, the galaxies are “naked”

Recent results of GC dynamics around (a Recent results of GC dynamics around (a 
few) elliptical galaxies show large dark few) elliptical galaxies show large dark 
halo.  halo.  
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PN velocities in NGC 4472, + is blueshifted, - is PN velocities in NGC 4472, + is blueshifted, - is 
redshifted. (Romanowsky 2001)redshifted. (Romanowsky 2001)
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Mass from Mass from 
PN & StarsPN & Stars

Mass from Mass from 
GC GC velocitiesvelocities

Mass from Mass from 
Stars & M/LStars & M/L
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Formation of EllipticalsFormation of Ellipticals
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Formation of Ellipticals cont.Formation of Ellipticals cont.

Equal mass mergers can account for Equal mass mergers can account for 
the massive ellipticals with boxy the massive ellipticals with boxy 
isophotes and little rotationisophotes and little rotation

Unequal mass mergers can explain less Unequal mass mergers can explain less 
massive ellipticals with disky isophotes massive ellipticals with disky isophotes 
and higher rotationand higher rotation


